NEW PROMED PRODUCTS

Anthos Dental Chairs now available from Promed!
Promed is pleased to announce
that we are now the sole
distributor of Anthos chairs in
the Republic of Ireland.

R7: the evolving range
Increasingly flexible solutions are offered by
the evolution of the Classe R7 range, the
universal ambidextrous unit that offers
modular configurations for maximum
personalisation of the working environment.
It is possible to choose from basic versions
with dental chair only to top-of-the-range
versions offering a complete integrated
treatment centre with dentist’s module and
assistant’s module, unit body, light, monitor
and X-ray units.

Design, versatility, quality and userfriendliness are the key values of this brand,
which is renowned worldwide in the dental
profession for the past 60 years.

Cefla Dental Group firmly believes
in reliability, a feature incorporated in
every single one of its production
processes. Their mission is to seek
out solutions and develop products
that boost the dentist’s ability to make
accurate diagnoses and provide
effective treatment for pathologies of
the oral cavity.
For further information on any of
the Anthos chairs featured, please
contact the sales team on
FREEPHONE 1800 619 619
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Anthos Dental Units

Classe R7

Anthos, Italy's leading manufacturer of
dental equipment, delivers treatment centres
designed to suit each dentist's personal
operating style.

Anthos prides itself on the sheer scope
of its range and versatility of every single
dental unit. In addition to single units,
Anthos supplies comprehensive work
islands that provide everything needed by
today’s dentist, with a strong focus on
design, efficiency and cost.
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Made-to-measure surgeries
The extensive range of solutions offered by Classe R7 makes the very
most of available surgery space and provides dentists with a personalised
workplace. Classe R7 is available as a stand-alone patient chair on which
an operating light can be incorporated: a configuration specially designed
for dental surgeons who need plenty of space, a sturdy chair with gentle
movement and ergonomic shaping.
Assistant’s module
In addition to a light and LCD monitor, the chair can be equipped with
an assistant’s module. In surgeries equipped with central wet loop suction systems the dentist’s module arm can be fixed to the version with
assistant’s module but without unit body.
Cart option available
In addition to the possibility of converting the unit from a right-handed
model to a left-handed one (this simple conversion can be completed by
one person in just seconds), Classe R7 is now available with a Mobile
Cart.
One unit, a hundred solutions
Thanks to its versatility, the Classe R7 offers ergonomic solutions that
make it ideal for all operating styles.The modular configuration of the
Classe R7 allows dentists to personalise units according to their specific
operational and workplace requirements.
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Anthos Classe A3 plus

Simple and flexible
The new Classe A3 Plus unit brings you flexibility and simplicity.
Up-to-date hygiene systems in conformity with European directives,
accessories which add real value and multimedia options which help
toward refining your professional approach.With Classe A3 Plus,
Anthos offers you numerous ways to personalise your treatment
centre.
Also available for left-handed professionals
Classe A3 Plus is available with reflex arm instruments (also for
left-handers) and can be supplied with a shorter fixed arm for
smaller environments.

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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Anthos Classe A6 plus

Decisive practicality
A key feature of the Classe A6 Plus unit is its undeniable practicality. Right
where the dental surgeon needs to be surrounded by elements designed to
answer his requirements, both as a whole and with regard to each individual
aspect, every detail has been made to provide optimum solutions in terms of
practicality. From the removable stainless steel tray-holder which can be freely
positioned according to need to the vertically adjustable arm of the assistant’s
module.
Total operating comfort
Easier chair and instrument control means the dental team can focus their
efforts on the patient. Simple, user-friendly controls and the clarity of the
information available to the dentist ensure optimal operating conditions.

Anthos Classe A5

A treatment centre tailored to your needs
The new Classe A5 stands out by virtue of its versatility
and variety of configurations. Integration of hygiene
systems compliant with international standards, a wide
range of accessories, new specially designed upholstery
and a high-tech multimedia system allows the dentist to
personalise the treatment centre according to their
individual needs.
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Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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Anthos Classe A7 plus

Anthos Classe A9

Adapts to all working styles
Anthos Classe A9 offers an effective, comprehensive
response to the wide-ranging needs of dental surgeries.
A compact, versatile treatment centre, Classe A9 features
cutting-edge ergonomics, giving the dentist outstanding
performance, unparalleled practicality and great styling.
Classe A9 makes the most of space and grants absolute
freedom of movement.

All-round hygiene
Classe A9 features all-round hygiene systems.
Complete with a series of integrated devices
that assure hygiene inside and outside the
surgery, numerous design features are
incorporated to provide a response to each
specific need, making routine cleaning tasks
and hygiene procedures easier and more
effective than ever.

Digital efficiency
Thanks to digital electronics on the Classe A7 Plus unit, the dentist is able
to use state-of-the-art instruments such as the brushless micromotor.
Moreover, automatic digital hygiene systems such as BIOSTER, are
available for spray circuit disinfection as well as the automatic suction
system wash and sanitising device.
Flexible and reliable
Latest generation digital electronics not only guarantees outstanding
reliability, but offers flexibility which allows for easy, fast updating of the
electronic board, thus enabling new instruments to be added in the
future.

International –
modularity and versatility
The new dentist’s module on the International
version is ideal for dentists who use hanging
tube instruments. Ergonomic instrument layout
ensures everything is within easy reach.The
large tray holder module and
highly manoeuvrable pantograph arm allow the
dentist to work with confidence, interacting
smoothly with the assistant.

Continental – fluidity and interaction
Design and performance have been brought together to provide a
treatment centre that is perfect for dentists who value fluid workflows,
smooth teamwork and, first and foremost, reliability and practicality.
The Continental version with transthoracic instrument delivery has
been conceived for the dentist who uses reflex arm instruments.
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